Nadine Jones
loveamichiganvet@yahoo.com
www.loveamivet.com
OBJECTIVE
To gain the skills I need to run my non-profit more efficiently. To be able to better assist the
demographics of people that I serve.
WORK EXPERIENCE
Delta/Endeavor Airlines, Romulus, MI United State
05/2003-Current
Flight Attendant
To ensure the safety and comfort of passengers aboard the aircraft. To verify that emergency
equipment is in working order and the cabin environment is comfortable. Flight attendants greet
passengers as they board the aircraft and direct them to their seats, assisting as needed.
Maintaining a safe and secure flight while keeping passengers at ease. Before takeoff, flight
attendants ensure the plane is equipped with emergency gear, first-aid kits and all items needed
to ensure a good flight.
Was assigned as a Special Assignment Flight Attendant and assisted Human Resources with
the hiring of new employees. Trained Flight Crews on new emergency equipment in a
classroom setting. Taught transition training of new aircraft to crews. Trained new Flight
Attendants on the aircraft after they completed initial training.
Love A Michigan Vet Project, Lincoln Park, MI 48146
03/2016-Current
Founder
The founder of Love A Michigan Vet Project. It is a non-profit that assists veterans and their
families with help finding resources and support.
Assisting veteran and military with finding resources. Serve dinner at a veteran shelter monthly.
Send care packages overseas to those deployed. Offering supportive services. Host events to
serve the greater needs of veterans. Speaker on various panels to raise veteran awareness in
the community.
EDUCATION
Henry Ford College Dearborn, MI United States
Associate’s in Liberal Arts, GPA: 3.9
University of Michigan Dearborn Dearborn, MI United States
Sociology
I am currently obtaining my Bachelor's degree in Sociology.
President of The Associate of Women Veterans
Assisting student veterans on campus.
Hosting military related events at the University.

2014 - 2016
2016 - Present

SKILLS
Great leadership skills
Great attention to detail
Excellent people and customer service skills
Time management skills
Mulitasker
Ability to work in a fast pace environment
Able to accept criticism
Good decision-making and problem solving skills

